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PROSPERITY TEACHING
IN AN AFRICAN CONTEXT
Peter R. Young
The "Prosperity Gospel" is one of those aberrations of the Christian
gospel born in the West and introduced into Africa by various peripatetic
evangelists, including Reinhard Bonnke. Satan is indeed crafty. For the Bible
does promise success, blessing and prosperity for those who trust and obey
God. But Scripture must interpret Scripture. Theology cannot be based on proof
texts isolated from the context.. Peter Young provides a helpful article in which
he explores the teachings of the Prosperity Gospel, weighs it in the balance of
Scripture and finds it wanting. This article is a clarion call for the church. We
need to move away from a shallow and frequently distorted understanding of
Scripture to a deeper grasp of biblical truth.

INTRODUCTION
The emergence and rise of prosperity teaching in Africa , and Nigeria in
particular, has been viewed with considerable concern by the established
churches especially because it is perceived that many of those that are attracted
1
to the teaching are coming from the membership of these churches. There is a
feeling that this teaching is flawed , but there has not been a response to it as it
occurs in this context.
This article aims to give a brief overview of the teaching and its claims
before attempting a response to it. There will be some discussion of the appeal
of the teaching in an African context as well as its lessons for the church.

Mr. Peter Young is currently a lecturer in Gindiri Theological College in Nigeria.
He holds a BTh (Hons) from Ridley College of the Univeristy of Melbourne in
Australia as well as an earlier pharmacy degree.
1

This teaching is variously referred to as Prosperity Theology, the Prosperity
Gospel , Health and Wealth Gospel. They are all more or less interchangeable,
although some are more derogatory in their tone than others. For the purposes
of this article, the term "prosperity teaching" is used.

4
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AN OVERVIEW OF PROSPERITY TEACHING
Both ideologically and sociologically the historical roots of the prosperity
teaching are to be found in the United Sates of America in the three decades
since the mid-1960's. The prominent American teachers of prosperity include
the seminal (for this field at least) Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth and Gloria Copeland,
Robert Tilton and John Osteen among others. These have in turn been
influenced by the teachings of E. W . Kenyan, Norman Vincent Pea le and Robert
Schuller. The teaching also leans heavily on a outlook and hermeneutic of
affluent and materialist middle-America.2
The teaching has been introduced to Africa largely though Reinhard
Bonnke's Christ for all Nations crusade which has been active in various centres
throughout Africa This "crusade" (rather an unfortunate term given the interreligious violence that accompanied its visit to Kano in 1992) has been
appraised by Paul Gifford in 1987, demonstrating the campaign's advocacy of
3
prosperity teaching and its American influence in this aspect of its teaching.
This teaching has also been taken up by various indigenous preachers,
4
including Archbishop Benson ldahosa of Benin City in Nigeria
Prosperity
teaching is now a prominent feature of many of the neo-Pentecostal churches
and large evangelistic rallies in Nigeria.
In giving a theological summary of the prosperity teaching there are
difficulties, partly because it does not present itself as a written theology, but
rather a rhetorical and experiential teaching in which the appeal is as much tied
to the language used and the personality of the proponent as to the theological
content. Another factor that makes the enterprise difficult is that there is
considerable variation between the proponents of the teaching on some of its
details. There are however certain common elements found in the teaching and
it is on those that this paper shall concentrate .

i)

Foundational Affirmations

The main element of the prosperity teaching is that all Christians have
the right , and even the responsibility, to be prosperous in all areas of life. This
2

R. Jackson, "Prosperity Theology and the Faith Movement", Themelios Vol.15,
No.1 (1989) , 16,17.
3
P. Gifford, '"Africa Shall be Saved'. An Appraisal of Reinhard Bonnke's PanAfrican Crusade", Journal of Religion in Africa XVII , 1 ( 1987) 63-92.
4
B. ldahosa, I Choose to Change: The Scriptural Way to Success and Prosperity
(Crowborough: Highland Books, 1987).
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most notably includes the areas of financial prosperity and prosperity in the
realm of physical health and well-being. ldahosa states this in the following way:
No one in God's family was ever destined to exist in sickness, fear,
ignorance, poverty, loneliness or mediocrity. God's abundant goodness
will be enjoyed and utilised by those who discipline themselves, become
decisive, bold, adventurous, believing, daring, risking and determined.5
Similarly William F. Kumuyi of the Deeper Life Bible Church states:
lt is God's perfect will that a believer should enjoy perfect health,
spiritual and material blessings, victory, promotion, peace, joy and
satisfaction throughout his sojourn on earth. There are thousands of
promises in the word of God that should make a believer remain blessed
all the days of his life.6
The corollary of this is that, for a Christian , to be in poverty or to be
chronically ill is to be outside of God's will for his or her life, whether that be
because of sin, ignorance or lack of sufficient faith. This teaching is obviously
bound to give rise to serious pastoral and theological problems if it doesn't work
and provide the prosperity it claims for the believer - because the fault is always
7
with that believer and never with the theology.

ii) Scriptural Basis
The authority for the teaching is sought from various proof texts,
interpreted with the assumption that they all can stand alone as prescriptive
statements without the need to refer to context or original intent.
One of the favourite texts of those propounding this teaching is 3 John 2
(KJV only!): "Beloved, I wish above all things that thou mayest prosper and be in
health, even as thy soul prospereth." From this it is claimed that it is clear that it
is the wish of God that all believers should prosper in every way, so that the
8
argument is inconclusively proven.
5
6

7
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/bid, 14.
W .F. Kumuyi, Curses and Cures (Lagos: Zoe, 1990) 9.
The Deeper Life movement seems to apply this teaching more to the
area of health and healing, however.
D.T. Williams, "The Heresy of Prosperity Teaching: A Message for the Church
in its Approach to Need", Journal of Theology for Southern Africa 61
(Oct. 1987) 34
ldahosa, 11 .
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This text is supported by others such as Psalm 1 (esp. v.3), the
blessings and curses of Deuteronomy 28-30, Psalm 84:11, and many other
isolated texts.
The basis for this is that the atonement effected by Christ not only
includes deliverance from sin, but from poverty and sickness as well. The
Scriptures quoted to support this are Isaiah 53:4-5; Mark 8:16-17; 2 Corinthians
8:9. So ldahosa can say,
We are saved? From what to what? Death to life! Sin to righteousness!
Darkness to light! Poverty to prosperity! Fear to faith! Failure to
9
success! And more and more!
lt is also argued that prosperity is an aspect of the atonement by
referring to Galatians 3: 13 and stating that the curse of the law is poverty,
10
whether it be emotional, financial, physical or spiritual.
Prosperity teaching also espouses a form of covenant theology. The
covenant of God with Abraham, which includes a promise of material prosperity,
is seen as a conditional one, dependent on obedience. Galatians 3:14a is then
11
cited to show that God must also bestow this prosperity on the Christian.
This conditionality was of course made explicit through Moses and this
element of the covenant was a prominent one (cf. Deut. 28-30) . These
covenantal promises of prosperity are a part of the believer's benefits on the
basis of Hebrews 8:6-12 and the fact that Christ has fulfilled the old covenant
(Matt. 5: 17). Logic then leads to the statement: " ... and you know that you are in
Christ, stand before God as someone able to keep the covenant. The blessings
12
of covenant keeping are therefore yours to claim."
To maintain their position that material prosperity is the will of God for all
here and now and to hold a belief in the perfection of Christ, there is, of course,
a need to radically re-read the Biblical material on the poverty of the earthly
Jesus. This is done and, as a result, we are told in an amazing piece of
9

/bid, 10.
S. Matthews, Money Matters (Bradford: Harvestime, 1987) 57.
These arguments are also set out in A. Anderson, "The Prosperity
· Message in the Eschatology of Some New Charismatic Churches",
Missionalia 15 No. 2 (Aug. 1987) 75-76.
11
Anderson , 76.
12
Matthews, 49.
10
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exegesis that Jesus was one of the richest people that ever lived' The evidence
cited for this is that he was able to pay his taxes, feed hungry crowds and
support the ministry of the twelve by the exercise of faith . Furthermore, he wore
the very best clothes that money could buy as is evidenced by the Roman
13
soldiers gambling over his seamless garment at His crucifixion.

iii) Faith and Positive Confession
Faith is the main condition given for receiving this abundance of material
blessing, so it is important to understand what constitutes the substance of such
faith. Teachers of the prosperity message stress that it is faith in God that he
will keep his promises and act as he has said that he would that brings about a
response from God to deliver prosperity in all areas of life. Not only will God act
in response to this faith , but he is actually obliged to do so. Such considerations
lead to prescriptive formulae as to how God will work (like ldahosa's seven steps
to the fulfilment of God's promises) .14 Since then human faith has the power to
effect change and bring about this prosperity, it can be regarded as a force in
itself without reference to its object. This force is wielded not by God , but by the
15
human believer.
This view of faith means that it is measurable by the material results it
achieves and so easily leads to the possibility of grading Christians according to
their material success. This, in turn , introduces the concept of a superior class
of believers who can and do effect this prosperity in their lives.
Another feature of the teaching on faith by the proponents of prosperity
teaching (and the whole of the "faith movement" for that matter) is their advocacy
of what is called "positive confession "
Positive confession is a principle based on Mark 11 :22-24, that is: what
you say in faith is certain to come about. This leads to such popular slogans as
"name it and claim it", "believe it and receive it" and "what you say is what you
get." ldahosa quite openly states that this principle gives us power that is
comparable to that of Jesus or God himself:
[referring to Mk. 11: 13-14] " .... if the tree died because Jesus spoke and
cursed it for not bearing fruit, then we as Christians must also speak and
expect mighty big results. God speaks and expects results. And we are
13

Matthews, 49,62.
ldahosa, 21-22 .
15
K.l. Sarles, "A Theological Evaluation of the Prosperity Gospel", Bibliotheca
Sacra 143 (Oct.-Dec. 1986) 347-348.
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made in the image and likeness of Him." [referring to Gen. 1: 1-2] "lt was
not until God spoke that the things created began to fit into their
respective places. Your visions and dreams of what you want to be will
not materialise until you speak to them. Speak to your visions and
16
dreams and bring them into fruition."
To maintain this positive confession it is enjoined on the believer to act
as though the benefit claimed has also been received even though the evidence
may be entirely to the contrary. To do less is to display weakness of faith. The
potential for disaster here, particularly in cases of serious illness, is obvious.
iv) Giving and Receiving

Prosperity, it is emphasised, is not simply for its own sake. We are
blessed materially in order that we might give (usually to the work of
17
evangelism). The Scriptures cited here include 2 Corinthians 9:8.
This also
works in reverse making the cycle of prosperity complete: the more you give
away, the more you receive. This finds scriptural support in such passages as
Luke 6:38, 2 Corinthians 9:6, Ecclesiastes 11:1, etc.
In this way then, giving is not seen as an end in itself, but also a
potential avenue to the material enrichment of the giver. Some teachers are
18
quite blatant in their advocacy of this as a motive for giving.

v) The Scope of Prosperity Teaching
As has been stated, the prosperity promised touches all areas of life.
After citing Psalm 84:11, ldahosa asks,
What do you visualise when you read the words 'good thing'? A good
car, good health, good job, good wife, good children? The Bible reveals
that God will withhold none of these things from them that walk
19
uprightly.
So also Matthews:
Bible prosperity is total prosperity. lt includes money to meet our needs
16

ldahosa, 75, 76.
/bid, 10, 65-72.
18
See examples of this cited by Jackson, 18; and in P. Gifford, "Prosperity: A
New and Foreign Element in African Christianity", Religion 20 (1990) 375-378.
19
ldahosa, 33.
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and help others, but also includes peace of mind, a successful marriage,
good health, the favour of God and men, and long life. Bible prosperity
is physical, mental, emotional, social, material and spiritual 20
In this respect then prosperity teaching affirms a holistic world view,
emphasising that Christianity is not simply concerned with the spiritual realm.
Prosperity teaching understands the promise of material blessings to
extend not merely to provision, but to an abundance that approaches luxury.
John 10: 10 is interpreted to be a promise that the Christian will have not only
provision, but abundant provision. lt is seen as fitting that a child of the King
1
should enjoy the luxury that such a position implies?

vi) Poverty and Sickness
If material prosperity, which is their responsibility to claim, is the will of
God for all of his people, then this necessarily means that poverty and sickness
are not only evil in themselves, but those who exist in such situations are
somehow in a state of sin. lt is argued that the church has in the past been
misled in affirming the value and d~nity of poverty and suffering whereas in fact
it can only lead to sin and tragedy.
Similarly there is no truth seen in the assertion that prosperity promotes
sinfulness and sinful attitudes (ldahosa cites the examples of Abraham, David
and rich Christians to illustrate this point). 23
In some variants of the teaching there is great emphasis on the activity
of Satan and demons in the hindrance of prosperity, especially in the area of
health. Hence the need to get rid of the demon before true prosperity can be
experienced. Where this is perceived to be the case, the power to effect the
change in the circumstances through the casting out of the evil spirit, according
to the teaching, lies in the power of individual's faith. 24

A RESPONSE
In embarking on a response to this teaching it is important to
acknowledge that not all of what prosperity teaches is to be denied. The gospel
20
21

22
23
24

Matthews, 50.
ldahosa, 59-63.
Matthews, 57-58.
ldahosa, 12.
Kumuyi, 7, 28-30. See also Sarles, 336, 344-346, and Gifford (1990}, 378.
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does apply to and should effect every area of our lives and not just be restricted
to the spiritual realm. God's material and physical care and provision for his
people are very real aspects of his love toward us. God can and does provide
prosperity on all levels for his people (all good things come from him) but this is
always in the context of his sovereignty. God does love the affluent as well as
those who are poor, and even relative affluence does bring responsibilities to
share that affluence.
That being said, it is clear that there are many aspects of the teaching
to which a response is needed.
i) The Use of Scripture
The general approach of prosperity teaching to Scripture and its
interpretation has been to quote isolated proof texts and to treat them almost
exclusively as propositional truths or promises. This, it is claimed, is in the
interest of elucidating the plain meaning of the text. In practice the words of
various verses are applied to the modern world without recourse to such
considerations as literary or historical context, the nature of the text or the
original intent of such writings.
Responding to this methodology, Fee makes this important point:
Let it be understood that the 'plain meaning' of the text is always the first
rule, as well as the ultimate goal, of all valid interpretation. But 'plain
meaning' has first of all to do with the author's original intent; it has to do
with what would have been plain to those to whom the words were
originally addressed. lt does not have to do with how someone from a
suburbanised white American culture of the late 20th century reads his
own cultural setting back into the text through the frequently distorted
prism of the early 17th century. 25
lt is precisely this "suburbanised white American" reading of Scripture
that is used not only in the prosperity preachers of the west, but in those that
seek to apply it to the African context as well. Not only is it foreign to the African
context as Gifford argues, 26 but it is fundamentally flawed as an approach in any
context.
25
26

G. D. Fee, "The 'Gospel' of Prosperity- an Alien Gospel," Reformation Today
82 (Nov.-Dec. 1984), 40.
Gifford ( 1990), 373-388. A study of the cultural impact of importing this very
culturally specific hermeneutic is one that would seem promising, but is
beyond the scope of this article.
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This is strikingly seen in the interpretation of 3 John 2, one of the
foundational texts of the movement as mentioned above. This verse is a part of
the conventional letter writing formula of the day and part of a personal note of
good wishes from the author to Gaius. lt cannot be seen as a propositional
promise of God to all believers either in its original intention or in the way it is to
be applied today.
Referring to Mark 10:29-30 ldahosa says that "Any man or woman who
reads these verses without prejudice will establish in plain language that the
Lord promised temporal wealth." 27 But simply reading the verses in isolation
from their context doesn't tell the whole story. ldahosa conveniently forgets that
this saying is set in the context of a discussion on the difficulty of the wealthy
entering the Kingdom of God and neglects to comment on the promise of
persecution that is a part of these verses. Jesus is not giving mathematical
expression to the benefits of discipleship or talking about the ownership of
property, but rather showing that in the fam ily of believers there was to be the
sharing of property etc. such that the disciples were compensated within that
fellowship.
The other verses used (and especially those of the New Testament) can
be shown to have been given similarly contextually and hermeneutically
blinkered interpretations. 28
In its approach to the Old Testament we see that prosperity teaching not
only uses the same hermeneutical principles, but seems to regard the content of
the Old Testament as being much the same as that of the New Testament.
There is no hint of the principle of interpreting the Old Testament in the light of
the New. 29
The Old Testament undoubtedly does teach that God would bless his
people in the land as they were obedient and faithful to him. This theology
(which can be seen most markedly in the book of Deuteronomy and much of the
wisdom literature) is qualified by the gospel and is counter-balanced even within
the Old Testament itself. The book of Job for example challenges this simple
27

ldahosa, 108.
See Fee, 40-41, and Sarles, 337-339.
29
AB. da Silva, "The Theology of Success' Movement: A Comment", Themelios
12 (1986) 91. This is not to deny that the Old Testament is important in
understanding and throwing light on the gospel. The revelation of God is
contained in both testaments, but the New Testament contains the full and final
revelation and it must inform our reading of the Old Testament.

28
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equation of righteousness equals material and physical success;
unrighteousness equals suffering The message of the book is not that God
restored Job's fortunes at the end, but rather that his friends' rigid application of
the wisdom formula cannot be held with a sovereign God. The questions of
Habakkuk on the suffering of the righteous are all left unanswered in the
prosperity teaching.

ii)

Eschatology

Given the theological roots of prosperity teaching, it is perhaps
surprising on one level that more attention is not given by these teachers to the
second coming and related teachings. On reflection however it is rather less
surprising when one considers the basic eschatological stance that underpins
the teaching . What is meant by the underlying eschatological stance is the
assumption , whether explicitly stated or not, that all the benefits of the Kingdom
of God can be enjoyed by all believers here and now.
This assumption is expressed by Colin Urquart in his foreword to
ldahosa's book when he says of Jesus' teaching , "He came to establish God's
heavenly Kingdom here on earth - and surely nobody can believe that heaven
30
will be a place of poverty?"
The tension that the New Testament teaches between the realised and
the yet-to-be-realised aspects of the Kingdom is completely missing here, the
emphasis solely rising on the former. Thus the parousia and the life of the world
to come are robbed of their essential relevance and importance
This emphasis on realised eschatology is especially evident in some of
the teaching on healing and health. To teach that believers should not
experience illness is to deny the reality of physical mortality. tt ignores the fact
that even the most wonderful of Jesus' healing miracles were temporary
healings. For example, even Lazarus died after the events of John 11. lt, in
effect, claims that the believer who has enough faith already possesses an
indestructible resurrection body.
These eschatological assumptions would seem to be in direct conflict
with the teaching of the New Testament in general and the argument by Paul in I
Corinthians in particular. (lt would be fascinating to see how I Corinthians 4:8ff.
would be dealt with by these teachers).

30

C. Urquart in ldahosa, 7.
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iii) The Nature of God

One of the more disturbing aspects of the theology of prosperity
teaching is what it says about the nature of God God is effectively reduced to
an object to be manipulated. The promises of God are seen as binding him, so
that, when the right procedures are followed, he is bound to produce the result
desired. As has been mentioned, it must not be denied that God can and does
give prosperity to some, but in this teaching there is no room for the freedom and
sovereignty of God. Everything depends on the actions of the individual. In this
way it is very anthropocentric, although it is claimed that all is for God's glory.
The problem referred to here can likewise be expressed with reference
to prosperity teaching's view of faith. Faith perceived as human achievement
(Pelagianism) always carries that danger of pride and the displacement of glory
that rightly belongs to God. Faith in God, as demonstrated by the positive
confession that one practices, is almost reduced to the level of an incarnation.
To give almost sacral power to the words one utters and hence ascribe almost
31
divine power to the individual human believer borders on idolatry.
iv) Christology

The interpretation of the person of Jesus that is outlined above denies
the reality of the incarnation and involves a watered down understanding of what
he was doing in his earthly ministry. To view the miracles of Jesus as a limitless
wealth-generating mechanism is not only to miss the whole point of the miracles
in his message, but it means that Jesus never really shared our limitations and
hence didn't really share our humanity either. The miracles were a sign of the
in-breaking of the Kingdom of God in the person of Jesus. (Where such
miracles continue to occur they continue to be such signs). There is not any
indication that they were intended or even interpreted by others as "God's way of
looking after Jesus" - to do so gives deficient Christology.
lt is by no means universally accepted that sickness and poverty are
dealt with in the atonement, and, in fact, there are some major difficulties in
claiming that they are. Chief among such difficulties is the fact that illness and
material poverty are not moral categories and so cannot be seen as sinful in
themselves. They, therefore, do not need atonement. lt might rather be said
that in the final consummation of the Kingdom of God these things will be finally
done away with (they are an aspect of the general groaning of creation Romans 8:22), but that in the meantime they are realities that people are to
31

The pastoral dangers in quantifying faith by material results have already
been pointed out
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struggle with and against as a part of the fallen human condition.

v) The Problem of Pain and Poverty
While a full and comprehensive theodicy is beyond the scope of this
article, the flaws in the answer provided by prosperity teaching must be
addressed .
In the teaching of the prosperity preachers, pain and poverty are always
directly attributable to some sin or defect in the spiritual life of the individual
involved . As had been alluded to this is precisely the theology of the friends of
Job, and the type of cause-and-effect-wisdom that the book of Job seeks to
address. The answer that that book gives is that God is sovereign and may work
according to some other unexplained and unexplainable economy. What Fee
has termed the rules of conventional wisdom simply are not biblical , and he
points out that they are refuted by Jesus himself in at least two instances (Luke
32
13:1-5; John 9:1-4) .
lt must indeed be recognised that ignorance, sin and evil often can be
the causes of pain and suffering. This not only occurs on an individual basis,
but institutions and corporate bodies can, and often are, responsible. The
Christian response to any pain and poverty must rather be rooted in the pain and
poverty of Christ- the cross, and we are to act to alleviate these circumstances
in love. This response to poverty and suffering is a long way removed from the
motive of giving for the sake of receiving that pervades in prosperity teaching.

vi) The Nature of Success and the Value of Money
Prosperity teaching raises several issues to do with the nature of
success and the value of money. The first question is this: Is success as
envisaged by these teachers that to which we are called? There is an
assumption inherent in the discussion that "success" is a good thing to which to
aspire. ldahosa never really defines what he means by the success that is
promised in the title of his book, but the context in which it is discussed indicates
that he equates it with temporal wealth and a large and growing personal
33
ministry.
While these may indeed be very pleasant things to have, it is
questionable as to whether they are to be the goal of the Christian. Such an
aspiration will necessar~ lead to individualism and the loss of corporate vision
of the purposes of God.
32
33
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Fee 41

ldahos~. 101-114.
T. Mofokeng, "The Prosperity Message and Black Theology", Missionalia 15
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Another issue raised by the teaching is the value that one should place
on money. lt is again an in-built assumption in the prosperity message that
wealth is a positive attribute and something to be desired. Fee makes the point
well that for the people of God, money has neutral value. 35 The concern for
money and riches is one of the things from which Christ frees us (Matt. 6:32).
Paul states this same truth when he states that he has known contentment in all
circumstances (Phil. 4:10-13), and warns against striving after money (I Tim. 6:610).

THE APPEAL OF PROSPERITY TEACHING
Despite the claim that prosperity teaching would have no appeal to
those in the poorer countries of the world,36 it has made a significant impact not
only in Nigeria and parts of West Africa, but also in Southern Africa. The cynic
might suggest that it is plain greed that motivates the adherents of this teaching,
and the appeal of a quick and easy way to riches may undoubtedly be a part of
the attraction to some. The situation is somewhat more complex than just this
however.
Gifford, in his paper on the teaching in Africa, has helpfully suggested
three possible reasons for its appeal in this continent. He suggests that its
appeal may lie in: i) The preacher's embodiment of the wealth that the followers
aspire to; ii) Its conformity to the traditional African belief that wealth and
success are natural signs of blessing by God or the ancestors; and iii) The fact
that these teachers have invested heavily in spreading their message throughout
the continent, particularly through the donation of their literature to financially
37
hard-pressed theological institutions.
These are no doubt real factors in the teaching's appeal, to which more
can be added. A factor that must not be disregarded in these considerations is
the highly emotional nature of the presentation of the prosperity message.
Meetings and rallies are very lively and emotionally engaging. Even the books
on "prosperity teaching" use highly emotive language. The preachers of this
teaching tend to be very attractive and charismatic figures as well. The appeal
of the message then is intimately tied to the appeal of the medium in which it is
presented. This is especially so when that medium is compared to the often
No. 2 (1987) 84-86.
Fee, 42.
36
G. Grogan, "Liberation and Prosperity Theologies", Scottish Bulletin of
Evangelical Theology 9 (1991) 120. Also Fee, 43.
37
Gifford ( 1990) 382-383.

35
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unattractive (even boring) services offered in the traditional churches.
Another important factor in prosperity teaching's appeal lies in the fact
that it gives answers to very real questions that arise in people's lives. The
African holistic world-view demands that the problems of poverty and pain be
squarely faced and not ignored or spiritualized in the way that Western theology
has tended to deal with them. Prosperity theology provides such an answer and
in this way has been (almost paradoxically) linked with liberation theology, which
38
The prosperity solution to the problems of
provides a rather different answer.
ever present suffering and poverty is particularly appealing because the
individual is left in control over these elements, they are not left to any
unpredictable and ambiguous action like that of a sovereign God.
These issues may be particularly pertinent in a Nigerian setting where
national material prosperity once seemed to be within the realms of possibility
whereas the situation now seems to be getting bleaker and bleaker. Prosperity
teaching may therefore be seen as a possible solution, on an individual level, to
this crisis and a viable way out of the otherwise seemingly inexorable downward
economic spiral.
Prosperity teaching recognises and expects the reality of supernatural
intervention in everyday situations, something which Africans have always been
aware of, but to which the traditional churches, again under the influence of
Western thinking, have been less open.

SOME POSSIBLE LESSONS FOR THE CHURCH
lt is obvious from the above that there are some lessons and correctives
that this teaching and its appeal can offer the established churches. Not only is
there a need for the churches to address some of the issues raised, but the
widespread appeal of prosperity teaching highlights deficiencies in the standard
of teaching in the churches. lt would seem that doubtful American theology is
taking the place that should belong to good African Christian theology.
In too many African churches the liturgy, hymnody and style of worship
seems to cling to dated and incomprehensible Western patterns and practices.
These have a tradition of use in many of the mission-founded churches
especially, and may prove painful t part with, but they mean little to a large
section of congregations and compare unfavourably to the experience offered by
the proponents of prosperity teaching. The churches need to rise to this
challenge and be imaginative in adapting the services to meet the needs of their
38
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people. God is alive and very active in the Church in Africa and his people need
to acknowledge and celebrate that fact. lt is a sad indictment the mainline
churches if people are having to move to the extremes of prosperity teaching to
find a venue in which they can comfortably do so. There is no doubt that there is
awareness of the activity of God throughout the churches but the shackles of the
past too often hinder a proper response to that. lt is tragic that Christians be
drawn into questionable theology because they don't feel they can worship God
meaningfully in places where theology is more solidly based.
At the level of the theological colleges and Bible schools, there is often
an undiscerning acceptance of all materials donated to them, especially in the
area of book donations. lt must be recognised that not every book is edifying
and some discernment must be exercised in this area. This is difficult where
there are no other sources of literature available, but if future leaders of the
church are trained using material that is flawed, the future teaching of the church
will likewise be flawed.
There is a need for the church to preach a biblical message that does
touch all areas of life, making the Scriptures relevant to the real needs · of
everyday life in modern Africa and showing that God does act in the world today.
In particular, there must be practical and relevant teaching on the topics of
wealth and poverty, pain and illness.
Above all there is a need for a sound grounding in biblical theology and
the reading and teaching of Scripture in a way that brings out the whole of its
message and rejects the proof-text approach to interpretation and theology.
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